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Sleeping Woman, 2004. 
 
 
EVERY TIME I WALK BY ​ one of the countless half-finished construction projects 
announcing new condos, I feel a warm, sad feeling. Strings of joint compound run down 
the seams of endless sheets of drywall and ring eternal. Mostly light grey but sometimes 
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faded purple or mint green, each rectangle is one piece of the puzzle, infinitely 
reproducible yet constitutive and semi-structural—the architectural finishing touch. The 
drywall grid prefigures the nascent aesthetic purity of the white cube without ever 
knowing the white cube. Still alive in that ignorance is a generalized utility as yet 
undifferentiated. There is no more universal material than drywall. It's used for every 
kind of building. Bare paper grays stood end to end, painted white, and made fresh. 
Only the purest, cleanest of walls pass through a gallery finish to reach their imago 
stage as a condominium. Drywall is always walls, sometimes gallery walls.  
 I'm so conditioned into the posited parameters of art viewing that I wander 
through the streets constructing curatorial order out of the ground-floor real estate. A 
cool fluorescent glow on barely framed-out walls turns two sawhorses and a piece of 
plywood resting a chop saw into a front desk and gallery attendant. Galleries are the 
best high-end tenant—short hours, basically nonexistent foot traffic, with hardcore elitist 
vibes emanating at all times. Economics as spatial politics engineered to produce an 
alien social environment. Walls with the express purpose of freeze-drying the city's 
available space, to preserve it while maintaining its potential for capital accumulation. 
 Walls are the living history of the world. They stand up and break things apart. 
They can live a long life, much longer than people—or shorter. On a wall, things can 
happen—events unfold—atrophies become messages and messages atrophy. 
Gypsum, concrete, and so much tiny particulate grow into worlds within worlds, interiors 
guarded by inanimate sentries peeling us apart from one another while housing our 
transient human forms. 
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If the tube of paint is a readymade, then drywall is a renaissance frieze. A 
mechanically reproducible facade that collapses history while annunciating painting's 
enduring relationship to human beings and their dwellings. A non-load bearing wall 
starts with studs and drywall. So simple and so singular that it functions as rote 
knowledge, a substitute for actual spatial knowledge—just put a wall there, tear down 
that wall. The improvisation of space and its material parts conduct an elemental 
symbolic order. We take them as a given, a ground for our creative energy to hang itself 
upon and us to contemplate from aside. We make things for walls after we make walls, 
which are things. 
 Some people say my walls look like flesh, other people say they look like bricks, 
angry bricks. One wall has a painted eyeball peering out of a cold blue universe into the 
world crusted and brittle with cracks—little fissures peeling like sunburn skin—tender, 
bruised, and living. This eye smiles a crooked smile as if through the keyhole of a front 
door, casting deeper hidden feelings out into the neighborhood. These feelings land 
directly across the street. A neighbor's eye leaks out their keyhole onto the street as 
well, barely visible, almost impossible to catch. As I crouch straight across squinting, I 
imagine the probability of those vectors meeting, your keyhole, and my keyhole across 
the universe. Whatever half-imagined efforts are legible around the keyhole, come into 
focus and jump off the walls around it to greet me with subtle deferred powers. Walls 
covered in dead people and dead ideas, all of which are diffused and decayed human 
matters of the shared ideogram-heart. 
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 I'm talking about the most impenetrable and elastic of all walls. The partitions that 
calcify and cathect within us to distort our relationship with ourselves and others. It's a 
cruel kind of optimism that believes in the retention and conservation of these borders. 
What's inside is also made of what's outside; maintaining their illusory difference 
requires amputation, not order. Places are arranged inside us by these walls, these 




 Quartet, Tom Morrill, joint compound and latex paint on drywall, 2020. 
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I'M SO CURIOUS ​ about America. I'm here, and I'm a total depressive with 
radical attachment issues and nonexistent self-esteem. One head full of destructive 
thoughts wrapped in a rice paper-thin membrane of learned optimism, altogether 
disguised as a decent guy. Truthfully, my inner-life is a huge self-inflicted bummer, but 
mostly it's an abstraction. Sometimes the abstraction tucks me into bed and talks to me 
all night long. Luckily, it's something other people deal with directly. Nonetheless, it is a 
real thing and has direct consequences.  
 From the beginning, this anxious disconnection seemed to manifest as a 
mnemonic crutch. I cherish things I am afraid to lose—my thoughts in general, my 
memories in specific, and my mind if I'm honest—but ironically, the harder I try to hold 
on to important thoughts, the faster they disappear. The more I struggle to suppress 
useless distractions, the more they call themselves into being with a vengeance. 
Everyone can see that I want to rest, and should, but I can't for almost extraterrestrial 
reasons. The restlessness is painful to observers, while from the inside looking out, a 
bottomless uncertainty animates the preconditions of my existential self-position. I have 
habituated the process—solipsistic rumination—-as a critical vantage point never to be 
abandoned nor taken for granted. More to the point, the body echoes the mind with 
constant movement— fidgeting, pacing, scribbling—portending psychic dissonance as 
the two meet. When a clear emotion lands, it lands as a full-blown memory, a crystalline 
vision of morality and judgment from a simpler time.  
I am an unreliable narrator. Forgetting is the remembrance of a thought that lives 
somewhere I can no longer recall. In its place stands nostalgia, the recognition of this 
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sad problem, which, by design, activates a crippling over-attachment to the few leftover 
memories that I substitute as emblems of those missing and lost. 
 
 
Fig. 4  
How Will I Find You, Lutz Bacher, 2014. 
 
 
 ​I DROVE LUTZ​ out to the continental divide the first day in Colorado. The road 
was winding and narrow. Halfway up, I started to feel the altitude hit me. I was getting 
woozy and beginning to feel drunk due to lack of oxygen, but I didn't tell her. We just 
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talked. We talked in the only way Lutz talked, everything is everything, darting across 
equal shares of painful, loving sadness and nebulous mischief. When we got to the top, 
there was snow on the ground, and I could barely breathe. Lutz seemed fine even 
though she was a prolific smoker.  
Everything she ever said to me, I remember. It all seemed significant. I would 
consciously force myself to visualize a new manila folder opening in my brain with a 
white-gloved hand shoving each thought down into it. I was hoping such a gross 
construct would eventually coax her wisdom back to me someday. Lutz taught me how 
to collapse the Cartesian map I brought with me into civil society. She was always 
falling back into feelings and letting her body be her mind, letting things speak not as 
symbols but as substance, energy, sentience of nonhuman origin—much older and 
much better. Life was an implosion, a powerful convergence not to be interrupted, only 
properly observed.  
 How Will I Find You ​ was the name of the piece. A two-ton pile of Precious 
Moments ceramic molds. It was so heavy the museum got worried their inaugural show 
might collapse the foundation of the 2nd-floor gallery. It didn't, so we drove out to 
Marble, Colorado, that afternoon. Marble was a vast white marble quarry an hour 
outside Aspen. All of the bone-white blocks in the Lincoln Memorial came from Marble. 
She asked me to bring back ten huge chunks to New York in my suitcase for her, so I 
did. When I went through security, the TSA made me empty my entire bag and sent it 








 I USED TO HAVE THIS BEACH TOWEL​ in my studio. It had a group of generic 
cartoon frogs on it, flailing and laughing in a vaguely articulated landscape of cattails 
and lily pads. I had been doing these elaborate drywall and joint compound 
constructions, cutting the four by eight-foot sheets in half to make them small enough to 
drag up the stairs to my studio. Initially, they were sculptural wall pieces with gloppy 
ragged edges. The paintings on top registered as generalized patterns and textures, not 
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unlike a pancaked Rachel Harrison or Franz West sculpture. I was pretty ashamed of 
them, so I'd throw a towel over the face once they dried. I didn't want to have to look at 
them all day in the studio. I used the towel with the cartoon frogs frequently for this 
purpose. More than once, I left it over the wall piece for weeks, possibly for good. I was 
stuck. I couldn't figure out what to do, so I just painted the frog towel on a piece of 
cardboard one day. The frogs made sense to me then, their stupidity and their joy, was 
precarious, but it gave the work an emotional position, or maybe just pathos. Something 
new surfaced in that painting that the wall pieces never had. 
The cartoon language on the towel felt feral. Instead of sweet, the characters 
were accidentally sinister. Cartoons are often born as a record of perfunctory motion in 
service if some higher calling—-spontaneous enlightenment—-messily-scrawled on a 
napkin, or teenage profundities mixed with crudeness, doodled in a textbook. I think 
they carry that energy with them through history, no matter where they go. A sarcastic 
sketch stirs up ad hoc emotions and aesthetics, short and sweet. Not even metaphors, 
cartoons are facsimiles, partial articulations for partial understanding—tangents bred for 
intransigence. Mockery, scorn, or salesmanship all take on new confusing dimensions 
through the lips of gooey-eyed reptiles. 
14 
 
Fig. 6  
Original cardboard painting of beach towel circa 2017. 
 
 
LEARNING TO READ ​ was not my fault. We barely had a public school system in 
Florida. Hooked on Phonics felt like surveillance. One-by-one each student was led 
outside to a picnic table in the bare sun behind the portable. I was instructed to read out 
of a textbook into a cassette player while the teacher watched on, holding the 
RadioShack microphone. The recording had as many limitations as I, and the stories 
were boring beyond belief.​ ​Reading them aloud felt like a nihilistic exercise; only 
obedient morons get carried away by cheap fantasies pinned to cobwebbed worlds. I'd 
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rather wander the halls as punishment, and often did, thinking wholeheartedly it was 
praise. My attitude didn't work out well, to be honest, but it was fitting. I was a problem, 
and I needed help. 
 Civil society ended for minors in May. My parents paid a local substitute teacher 
hourly to come to our house and teach me how to read. For three summers, she made 
me read books. She let me read whatever I wanted, so I read comics. Anthologies of 
comics. 'Calvin and Hobbs' was my first summer. 
Calvin was like me, supremely curious with heroic delusions of grandeur, so 
completely frustrated by childhood's limitations. Hobbs, his uninhibited imaginary friend, 
was even more like me, totally erratic and lovably destructive, but deep down an 
empath. He would materialize as a hyperkinetic version of actualized-Calvin, then just 
as quickly dissipate into a purely metaphysical being, so close to a soul, but not—all 
elements of Calvin's extant virtue and folly colliding in the shape of a soft-stuffed tiger. I 
understood this entanglement of consciousness as the preternatural state of affairs for a 
young boy. You are at once yourself and beside yourself as a frustrated self. All that 
emotional complexity and disquiet crave off-site storage. I needed an imaginary friend, 
but as easy as that may sound, I had problems keeping my imagination on task. Instead 
of manifesting a virtual friend bound to some external form, like Hobbs, the two parts of 
myself—the civilized and the not—stood in the way of each other and fused as 
blindness within me. I was never able to recognize the bodily harm, social 




Fig. 7  
Rachel Harrison Selfie, 2014. 
 
 
RACHEL TRIED ​ to never pay for anything. We used to drive around Brooklyn 
and pick up trash off the street, throw it in the back of her Subaru, and drag it to the 
studio. Some things looked too much like bed bugs, so we just took pictures. I basically 
didn't do anything for her as her assistant but talk, hang out and pick up lunch. I was 
always sort of waiting for her to be like—why are you even here?—but she never said 
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that. For me, it was the best education. I don't know if there is a person with a sharper 
wit in the universe. You are always chasing her in a conversation. 
Everything she does is steeped in a beautiful contrarianism and felled with a 
gigantic broadsword of intellect. The anti-logic games she plays with her imagination 
move at warp speed. She knows how to work the edges of the system—how to squeeze 
the stone . The speed and clarity of her kind of worldliness appear as fluid as intuition, 1
but it's a cultivated methodological constant. As if her creativity awakens the moment it 
identifies the concrete web of contingencies on which it stands. 
 When Rachel was a kid, she said she used to watch the show Gunsmoke. 
Cowboys and Indians shooting at each other in primetime. All the sets were bullshit. 
They were just temporary facades, stacks of junk barely standing, ready for disposal. 
Their precarity glowed through the screen. If you walked around the corner to the 
off-camera angle, the old-west saloon would disappear into a matrix of drywall and faux 
finished wood panel. Object permanence goes by-by.  
1 Rachel Harrison, her words, speaking of her Sunset Series. 
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Fig. 8  
Lutz Bacher right, Rachel Harris left in 2016. 
 
 
 LUTZ'S REAL NAME WAS SUSAN ​. Most artists have a persona. Sometimes it's 
a conscious creative headspace manifested in daily life. Other times, it's an 
unconscious thing, a performance of idealized affiliations. Class affiliation is a common 
one. We idealize our class position as more fluid than other people. We desperately 
hold on to the illusion of self-awareness and self-control with persona. Persona is 
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permission. Permission to move through ideas and forms quickly without getting caught 
up in our complicity. To disinhibit some portion of the shadow self, while the waking self 
holds the leash—it's the way mercurial people maintain a good attitude. 
 Once Rachel talked about this psychological dance on a panel during Mike 
Kelly's PS1 retrospective. Hal Foster asked her a question about the dangers of 
identification—political, social, institutional. Rachel said Mike was someone laying it all 
out with daring, performing a detachment—from the risks of genuine and authentic 
identification—because you had to, but maybe now you don't have to do that. Attraction 
and repulsion, that love/hate struggle of the artist in performance of itself. Mike operated 
these things while questioning himself in a tragic/comic milieu.  Then somebody stated 2
that Mike understood "the elemental stakes of the American vernacular"—I think it was 
Hal, but who knows.  
 Rachel was saying Mike knew the only real way to be fearless was by accident. I 
believe that. That is what Mike did. That's what Rachel is doing, and Lutz. I hope I can 
do that someday—nakedly account for and court parapraxis in my work. To try to say 
something, then trust the mistake. Often when I speak is the exact moment I realize I 
have misspoken, and yet I find out I sent a better message. A partially decoded mumble 
from my intrepid unconscious to the world. That is when the world sees me, and knows 
me to be afraid. It’s important to reach for those limits in the dim corners of your heart, 
no matter how uncertain you are of its contents.  
2  Rachel Harrison direct quote. 
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To me, Mike was always negotiating his artistic identity with a broader 
sense-of-self, his totally idiomatic experience of human nature encompassed both. 
During this ongoing negotiation, emerged a fragmented awareness of his social 
envelope that he used to his advantage. He hugged the edges of that 
envelope—American, male, juvenile, antagonistic, shrewd, starkly intellectual, 
damaged, experimental (all of these, even if often or sometimes wrong)—parodically 
and quixotically. Calculating and maintaining a critical distance from this kind of persona 
can get confusing; you can get lost, and maybe Mike got lost.  
I'm unspeakably lost. For me to find a way through this problem, I've had to bear 
down on my motivations and find a use for every mirror and blind spot. The conflation of 
good intentions and bad faith often happens before an awareness of the exchange. This 
doesn't make us any less responsible for the effects. You can never be fully in control. 
Allowing the erratic elements of your unconsciousness to live as cofactors of your 
practice—those thoughts, actions, and words carried on the winds of a mood swing, a 
past experience, a wish, a pain—all weighted with equal value.  
I am still afraid of my unreliability, or perhaps my credibility (or lack thereof) as an 
artist. I think I've always been a bit coy by nature. I went in search of an appropriate 
buffer for this fear. The digital realm felt distinctly suited for this masquerade, in it, lives 
an endless array of preprogrammed imitations of life with just the right helping of vacant 
insincerity. Echoes of the cultural matrix we stand within. The cartoon frog recapitulates 
an altogether familiar and, at the same time, unnerving, retrenchment in the life cycle of 
internet parody. Twirling a puppet makes it easy to act cute, sincere, endearing, be bad, 
21 
self-righteous, and wrong without breaking character. I wanted to complicate the 
persona with the volatility of the sincere. I needed to break down the artist-as-character 
construct in my own brain, so I stepped out into view as the ventriloquist and the 
dummy, both of which I already am. The persona, conjured in the room, and then I the 
person, sit by together to meditate on and commingle their shared existence—the 
transparency of their synchronization appears an absurd rejoinder. This is where the 
frog has use-value. It's the frog in my throat, my voice thrown so reckless, like china 
down the stairs.  
 
 
Fig. 9  




 THE FROG STARTED OUT​ in the paintings and then skipped hosts. He stepped 
off the surface and into the screen. The instinct came somewhat naturally to have the 
animated character stand-in and take some of the edges off the ambient 
presuppositions of autobiographical fidelity. The frog's perspective and attitudes are the 
condensations of a multitude of personal experiences, apocalyptic fantasies, and 
emotional blockages personified as a coherent and somewhat lovable protagonist. As 
my surrogate, he does the heavy lifting. He bears all the emotional weight, discomfort, 
and vulnerability inherent in the psychical transference unlocked by the storytelling. At 
the same moment, the frog, a three-dimensional cartoon animation, halfway inoculates 
the viewer from the direct personal-ness of my vocal performance, no matter how 
evocative or wooden the line reading. The audience only gains partial access to 
conditional truths passed down by the frog, leaving me, the performer and conceptual 
architect, feeling quite safe while acting out intense vulnerabilities or relitigating bad 
memories.  
The hope is to communicate a cloudy universal or quotidian message through 
the fractured narrative that never fully resolves itself. Instead of attaching to the ups and 
downs of my morality or his universe, the layers of stories reanimate broader shared 
experiences—brushes with alienation, trauma, and refusal that might function as a 
backdoor to each of us. Fictional or not, he is a cipher for the individual, navigating any 
such ethical cosmos, while being tragically ill-equipped to do so.  
 One of the utterly common, but nonetheless depressing rationalizations of the 
average person, like myself, is their consistent wishful self-assessment as unique, or 
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exceptional against perhaps all empirical evidence to the contrary. My lack of wisdom is 
the frog's wisdom. His emotional, social, and psychological limitations are a token of our 
limitations. To observe them up close but safely behind glass is chilling and strange, yet 
reassuring. His gleeful ignorance reinstitutes the illusion of the viewer's own superiority. 
The stability of this feeling conscripts us back into a system of unearned validation, 
identity construction, and self-preservational thinking, in which our averageness masks 
itself once again. This phenomenon is equally real for me when I review his monologues 
ex post facto.  
All of the frog's neurotic self-awareness, the index of his swirling brain, is 
stimulating but empty in the end. He has many thoughts, but few emotions, all cast-off in 
the direction of the audience. He is politely asking someone, anyone, to intellectually 
engage while forcing them to bear witness to a subtle yet tragic repression of something 
vital—an ingenuity, an intuition—floating further and further from itself. 
 
 
 HE'S A POP SONG​ in a pop-up world armed with pop psychology and 
pseudo-philosophical aspirations, but he still aspires. He's trying to break through. He's 
in the process of disinhibition, refusing his suppression and sublating all the forces 
working against him from within him—disinhibited re-sublimation —if only as a means to 3
3My neologism here, but I see it as a term that elaborates on Herbert Marcuse’s more extended definition 
of sublimation when referencing artistic production:  
 
“Sublimation demands a high degree of autonomy and comprehension; it is mediation 
between the conscious and the unconscious, between the primary and secondary 
processes, between the intellect and instinct, renunciation and rebellion. In its most 
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entertain, he is captive and captivates, what else can he do, honestly. The frog's tale 
can be read front-to-back as well as back-to-front. He is an allegory, as well as an 
actuality. He's a character in a drama of speculative fiction and also maybe the future 
itself.  
 In the monologue, he talks about all the ways he's alone. He's come out to meet 
you at the edge, at the screen. He wants to tell you all about his past life as a person 
with a body and feelings. Now he's trapped here. He mentions the NPCs (non-player 
characters) and the natural language processing they possess, but he's bored, tired, 
and beyond it. This self-effacing posture is supposed to convince you he's a real human 
being, but as the story goes on, it becomes murkier and murkier as to his true origins. At 
a key moment, the frog asks you to write down a heartfelt piece of his poetry. Your 
attention is all-important to pass on his creative act. 
 "Are you ready? You must write this down. This is my truest most real feelings," 
he says, but he doesn't seem to know that the words he will have you write have been 
out there in the universe long before he came to them . It turns out the synthesis of his 4
authentic imagination is a full-scale co-optation of romantic Americana platitudes. He's 
only a glitch in the machine-learning. He ventured the furthest, the fastest. A piece of 
accomplished modes, such as in the artistic oeuvre, sublimation becomes the cognitive 
power which defeats suppression while bowing to it.” ​Marcuse, p 68.  
 
My phrase, disinhibited re-sublimation, knits Marcuse’s two theories, sublimation and repressive 
desublimation, together into a comprehensive contemporary sensibility by expressing and identifying the 
logical progression of these terms in the age of technological mediation. The spatiotemporal removal of 
technology has created an altogether new kind of performance of inhibition that captures and reproduces 
a suppression of even the “most accomplished” subjects at the very moment of exhibitionism unlocked by 
social (media) sharing.  
4  The ‘poem’ he recites to the audience as his own is verbatim, the second verse of Tom Petty and The 
Heartbreakers', ​American Girl, ​1976.  
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the program advanced enough to deduce that living human brains hold the key to 
believable, conversational growth. He temporarily disregarded his protocol and ventured 
out to the two-way screen at the far end of the synthetic environment. Over there, the 
people have feelings he can imitate. 
 
 I LIKED SUMMER SCHOOL​ better than real school. Summer school taught me 
how to understand my memory. All we did was play memory games. I was good at 
memory games too. Once I visualize the way a thing looked once, I could hold on to that 
image forever. I couldn't remember words at all, but the pale yellow of Saturn's rings 
never left me. It was one of the first things I was good at. Being good at something and 
being useful are tragically entwined. To have promise from an early age ties your 
potential productive force to an as-yet imperceptible, civic-economic structure. To 
promise to function as a contributing member of society, thereby your labor. Thank God 
visual literacy doesn't have much productive force to speak of. 
 Partially at least, I began to understand the way I understand. I grasp by looking. 
Reading became looking and thinking was always looking, so I kept thinking and 
looking, and then I looked up one day, and I was an artist—or I guess I was no other 
thing in the universe for sure and an artist at best—if I could be so bold to think of 
myself as having good human potential. 
 Potential might be the flip side of promise—to look for it in yourself can be a hard 
thing. Everyone has potential. I pushed mine away and replaced it with despair in early 
adulthood. Even still, despair landed partially as relief, after years of living my potential 
26 
out in misidentified resentments. Resentment is like taking poison and waiting for the 
other person to die . I thought my power came from my diligence in this respect. I was 5
sure a discrete enemy would reveal itself. Then I could fulfill the promise of my anger. 
To meditate on this anger showed a normal kind of patience. Really what I was waiting 
for was never a thing that could die. It was society, it was culture—and culture won't 
die—it reforms, it reloads.  
In essence, the only thing left after all my promise and patience was me. I had 
rendered myself helpless by learning to enjoy my helplessness, my waiting. I 
unconsciously wished to be consumed as the container of my own resentment. 
Understanding this was sobering and productive. I needed to reincorporate my 
actualized self into the world. I pointed this long-cradled weapon of latent potential out 
at a target and stated my demands—tiny concessions to start, but concrete things that 
proved concepts. I am not a static thing. I have faculties, sensuous experiences that act 
on each other and the world. I can build a context for my life as the work I make. 
 
 CAROL MOCKINGLY ​ chanted, "Unionize! Unionize!" at the end of one of our 
staff meetings on healthcare. The whole incident made me think about how Mike Kelly 
said public art is always passive-aggressive . The social realist painters understood this 6




6  Hamera, p 183. Mike Kelly said about his Mobile Homestead piece, “​But perhaps, the failure of the 
Mobile Homestead project… is successful as a model of my own belief that public art is always doomed 
to failure because of its basic passive/aggressive nature.” 
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plight as did their Soviet counterparts. Not until recently did I see their subtle 
collaboration—Social Realism in America and the Soviet Socialist Realists. They 
worked together to reveal the global promise of collectivism and encourage its leakage 
across borders. The Soviet painters were painting to project information. With every 
ROSTA window, they reiterated class consciousness in a willing public, while American 
(social) realist painters of the WPA were painting current events and historical tragedies 
on public buildings. Their hopes were slightly different but allied, to ignite class 
consciousness in an alienated and under-educated public, to dignify a citizenry, and 
maybe repair the world. Both applications privilege public legibility as the battleground 
for consensus against the growing harshness of free enterprise. 
        In Germany roughly thirty years later, the Capitalist Realist painters, not 
surprisingly, took this entire program to another level of critique by splitting the 
difference. Artists formerly from East Germany, like Sigmar Polke and Gerhardt Richter, 
once naturalized in West Germany, took their inimical experiences with the socialist 
state of the East and mixed it with a mockery of the newfound frenzy of the 
Wirtschaftswunder in the West. The resulting artworks spoke to a moment of acerbic 
recalibration. Their analysis of alienation highlighted class obliviousness, as a critique of 
both; the mirage of solidarity of class consciousness in the East and the emancipatory 
promise of free market zeal in the West.  
Polke and Richter, among others, strove to represent the unconscious as an 
irreducible condition responding to a most basic materialist premise. The exchange 
abstraction of capitalism had become the undergirding reality from which individuals 
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formed their conscious thoughts, albeit falsely. This underlying concept consigned 
Socialism to a merely supporting role in the now global capital network. To the capitalist 
realists, Socialism was no more than an emergent phenomenon of individuals' false 
consciousness in collaboration, brought on by capitalism's sophisticated attempts to 
disappear itself.  
This strange partial embrace of capitalism speaks to their self-awareness and 
unique attunement to the geographic and ideological landscape of the Cold War. They 
saw it first; Levis jeans would be the Soviet basilisk. The war of position was being 
fought and won on the grounds of cultural production. Their work signaled a kind of 
qualified reality committed to the slow-motion induction of both neoliberal Capitalism 
and Marxist Socialism. A willingness to self-sabotage seemed a fair compromise as 
they, rightly, felt their moment as the end of history. 
  
IF THAT WAS THE END ​of history, this is the end of the world​.​ It's not enough to 
be self-aware. We could only be so important as to see the end of the world. The real 
ending will be long—so agonizing, so debasing—language will cease, and culture will 
cease. All human progress will reverse itself before the sun melts the planet. This is the 
harder truth, but I want to face it. No one alive today will witness this tragedy, and it will 
be no tragedy by then, it will be merciful and natural. There will be a battered hard drive 
somewhere that makes it all make sense, but with no one left to read its contents. On 
that hard drive lives the internet at the apex of its power as a theoretical zone for the 
average person's psyche. The scope of that zone was intentionally convoluted, its 
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representations antisocial, and by design, it reproduced these antisocial characteristics 
in the mental lives of average people.  
That was our network. The technological buffer between actions and 
consequences transformed the self-concept overnight. There you were, on YouTube, as 
the sole dispassionate witnesses of a car crash. In fact, you have already crashed the 
car, and you are bleeding. A police report will follow. To feel your way through a primary 
experience in real time had become a transgressive act.  
Artist’s weren’t immune to these phenomena either. The short-circuiting of desire 
into a productive force embodies the contemporary life cycle of the artist . The specter 7
of sublimation has always put a spooky metaphysics in play against creative activity. 
The imagination’s fundamental drives—generating higher unities, getting in touch with 
one's self, if even facetiously—are leveraged to anesthetize descent as an occupational 
type of freedom. None of this would be unfamiliar to a stack of drywall sheets rolling 
down the street on a flatbed. They may even display an equal amount of agency as any 
of us on their journey.  
Art becomes a valuable distraction. It's the artist’s job to maintain the good nature 
of all by stirring the inner life of fellow humans just enough to assure their continued 
participation in socio-economic relations. In this model of society, deputizing emotional 
outputs to the creative class becomes an end in itself, satiating the anxiety brought on 
7  Freud, p 80. Writing on Leonardo Da Vinci and sublimation, ​“It is true here too sexual repression comes 
about, but it does not succeed in relegating a component instinct of sexual desire to the unconscious. 
Instead, from the very beginning into curiosity and by becoming attached to the powerful instinct for 
research as a reinforcement. Here, too, the research becomes to some extent compulsive and a 
substitute for sexual activity...and the instinct can operate freely in the service of intellectual interests.”  
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by alienation before the tension of the original trigger can be directed towards specific 
action with a desired outcome in the physical world. Universal health care does not 
come to pass by screaming into a pillow, and even less so by watching someone else. 
Self-soothing is the most intense filter bubble.  
My greatest curiosity lies in these moments. When the wholeness of people gets 
caught in the middle of this psycho-technological convergence. As these forces entwine, 
individuals become byproduct. Once stable human subjects, now peeled mind from 
body, are evicted as mere subtenants, temporary attendees present at the convocation 
of the technocratic data driven future. The colonization has already occurred. The 
interdependence of our mindscape on these forces manifests our shared reality. Big 
Tech collates our communal relations and private emotional lives so completely our 
subconscious must be formed by it as of a long time ago. Our time is an eerie place 
where the consensual nature of our participation disappears, the more we participate. 
The frog video is an allegorical model of this evolving mind/body decoherence as it 
moves beyond the horizon out of view. The frog's voice stops, starts, and repeats, 
bouncing off the walls, reverberating. It saturates the room, audience or not, performing 
its emptiness, speaking of meaning as a kinetic spirit, causing it to appear. 
I think of my walls as the opposite of my voice. They are about a presence and 
materiality that engages artist tradition and history, unabashed and irreverent, but not 
without skepticism. Re-scanning and remodeling macro-forces, beyond and above art, 
with identical material at one-to-one scale. Basic and impish mimicry. A paintbrush and 
a trowel sifting, distending an amalgam of sense-data, pressing it into the joint 
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compound to trace volitional space. Cartoon bricks on throw-away rectangles that 
dramatize real pain and subconscious paralysis as they pass through us—our weak, 
spongy bodies and dangerous shattered minds. 
 
 
 I DEEPLY RESPECT THE PUBLIC.​ The public makes the work. Art is here for 
anyone who's looking. My ambient aesthetic education has been better than my real 
one. If you believe in a specific or qualified audience for art, I think that speaks more 
about who you want to exclude than what you hope to share. To me, the artist has 
always, on some level, represented the social conditions of their society in one of two 
ways—either they render the everyday as extraordinary, or they describe the 
extraordinary as fragile and barely possible. I'm not quite sure on which end my artistic 
production lies, but it stands most certainly within this continuum. I see a vibrant and 
distinct political dimension to each of these strategies. They also both address, in a real 
and urgent way, a broad public—no matter how obtuse or elemental their emotional, 
intellectual, and aesthetic point of departure.  
Cartoons, love stories, and walls share basic roots. They are the familiar bits of 
life that everyone can understand, everyone can lean on. At some point in the video, the 
frog is talking, and I hear my own voice saying, “So, it seems like you’re still here, and 
I’m thankful for that.” My cheeks get a little red. For some reason, I've always had a soft 
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single channel video animation with voice over 
5:55 minutes 
2020 
1. Quartet​ ​(Installation view), 2020 
2. Quartet​ ​(Installation view detail), 2020 
3. Quartet​ ​(Installation view detail), 2020 
4. Quartet ​and ​ ((SEMSEDADUM))​ ​(Installation view), 2020 
5. The Outside ​ (Video still), 2020 
















2. ​Quartet​ ​(Installation view detail), 2020 
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3. ​Quartet​ ​(Installation view detail), 2020 
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4.​Quartet ​and ​ ((SEMSEDADUM)) ​(Installation view), 2020
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5. ​The Outside ​ (Video still), 2020 
 
6. The Outside ​ (Video still detail), 2020 
 
